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The influence of isovalent substitutions of Pb2+ → Cd2+ and heterovalent substitutions of Pb2+ → Sc3+ on a

superionic Faraday transition in Pb1−xCdxF2 (x = 0.33) and Pb1−xScxF2+x (x = 0.1) solid solutions based on the

fluorite-type modification β-PbF2 with sp. gr. Fm3̄m has been studied. The Faraday phase transition can be

characterized by the temperature T λ
tr corresponding to maximum on the heat capacity curve and temperature T α

tr

corresponding to the beginning of the structural disorder anion sublattice. Both of these temperatures are found on

the temperature conductivity dependence σdc(T ) of β-PbF2, Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 and Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 crystals. The values

of T λ
tr and T α

tr in solid solutions compared with β-PbF2 (T λ
tr = 715± 10K, T α

tr = 597± 12K) decrease by 100−110

and 30−45K for Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 and Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1, respectively. Decreasing of temperature T λ
tr leads to an increase

in temperature interval of existence of the superionic state. For T > T λ
tr the anionic conductivity of fluorite-type

Pb0.67Cd0.33F2, Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1, and β-PbF2 crystals reaches anomalously high values of σdc = 1−2 S/cm (873K) at

an ion transfer activation enthalpy equals to Hσ ≈ 0.3 eV.
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1. Introduction

A common feature of MF2 (M = Ca, Sr, Ba, Cd,

Pb) difluorides with a fluorite structure (structural type

CaF2), as well as crystals isostructural to them of other

chemical classes (SrCl2, K2S, Li2O), is the existence of the

Faraday [1,2] (first discovered by M. Faraday in PbF2 in

1834 [3]) or in the terminology [4] diffuse phase transition

shortly before the melting. Such a transition occurs without

a change in symmetry (crystallographic group Fm3̄m of

fluorite is retained), is initiated by the Coulomb interaction

of charged defects, has a λ--like form of the temperature

dependence of the heat capacity (on this basis, it is

attributed to phase transitions of the II-th kind [5,6]).
The Faraday transition in MF2 crystals is associated with

a thermally activated process of structural disordering of the

anionic sublattice. As a result of this transition, some of

the F− ions move from the main positions (tetrahedral in
cations) to interstices (octahedral in cations and cubic in

fluorine) and fluorine vacancies appear in the main anionic

positions. Formation of anti-Frenkel pair defects in fluorite

fluorides, consisting of an interstitial ion F′i and a V •

F vacancy

(defects are denoted in Kroeger−Wink symbols [7]) is

proved by various methods [8]. Due to the Faraday phase

transition associated with the structural disorder of the

anionic sublattice, MF2 fluorite crystals have anomalously

low melting heats and entropies [9,10].
The gradual disordering of the anionic sublattice is

accompanied by the appearance of anionic conductivity

in σdc in MF2 crystals. The cation sublattice remains

ordered and does not participate in ion transport. During

the Faraday transition, the degree of disordering of the

anion sublattice is quite low (1−5% [9–13]), so the hopping

model of charge carrier motion can be used to describe ion

transport.

In the region of the Faraday transition on the Arrhenius

plot lg σdcT−1/T for fluorite crystals there is a bend

towards a decrease in the enthalpy of activation of electrical

conductivity Hσ . A jump in conductivity σdc during the

transition was not detected. The Faraday transition temper-

ature Ttr is usually determined based on the maximum on

the temperature dependence of the heat capacity T λ
tr [4], as

well as based on the inflection point on the temperature

dependence of the electrical conductivity [9,12], elastic

constants [11] and other properties. Since the Faraday

transition actually corresponds to a certain temperature

range, the values Ttr found by various methods may differ

from each other.

The Faraday diffuse transition refers to structural phase

transitions of
”
order-disorder“ type, to which the thermally

activated model of two-level systems is applicable [14,15].
When considering diffuse transitions in crystals, it is

necessary to take into account the kinetics of the phase

transformation. In the article [16] it is proposed to

characterize the diffuse phase transition by two parameters:

the temperature T λ
tr corresponding to the maximum on the

heat capacity curve and the temperature T α
tr corresponding

to the beginning of the structural disorder of the anionic

sublattice. In this article, it is shown that both of these

characteristic temperatures are found in the temperature
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dependence of the ionic conductivity of MF2 fluorite

crystals. The difference 1Ttr = T λ
tr − T α

tr corresponds to the

extension region of the Faraday transition and characterizes

the phase transition kinetics.

Fluorite crystals MF2 are characterized by two structural

forms within one crystallographic group Fm3̄m. At T < T α
tr ,

the ordered structural forms lt-MF2 have an insignifi-

cant intrinsic ionic conductivity and are typical dielectrics.

As temperature increases, the anti-Frenkel disordering of

the anionic sublattice is accompanied by an increase in

the ionic conductivity of MF2 crystals. At T > T λ
tr , the

conductivity of the structurally-disordered forms of ht-MF2
reaches σdc ∼ 1 S/cm [17] values that are practically the

same as in the molten state [18].
In the article [19] it was suggested that the structure of an-

ionic sublattices of heterovalent solid solutions M1−x RxF2+x

(R — rare-earth elements, room temperature) and structural

modifications of ht-MF2 crystals (high temperatures) are

close. Studies of the defect structure of M1−x Rx F2+x crystals

are being actively conducted (references in reviews [20,21]).
There are few high-temperature studies of the structural

forms of ht-MF2 crystals, and they have been carried out

only for the fluorite modification β-PbF2 [22,23]. Attempts

to preserve the high-temperature disordered state ht-MF2 to

room temperature by heat treatment (quenching) method

were unsuccessful. This makes it difficult to compare the

defectiveness of anionic motifs of ht-MF2 and M1−x Rx F2+x

crystals based on structural data.

In the context of what has been said, it is of interest

to study Faraday phase transitions by the electrophysical

method, since the electrical conductivity is directly related

to the defectiveness of the anionic motif of fluorite crystals.

For CaF2, SrF2, and BaF2 crystals, such studies are hindered

by high phase transition temperatures. In comparison

with them, the fluorite modification β-PbF2 is the most

low-melting (melting point Tf us = 1098± 5K). For it, the

maximum heat capacity temperatures according to different

authors are 705 [24], 710 [25], 715 [26], 718 [27] and

721K [28] (mean T λ
tr = 715 ± 10K). The temperature T α

tr
corresponding to the beginning of the structural disorder of

the anionic sublattice is 597 ± 12K [16]. The temperature

range of the Faraday transition is 1Ttr = T λ
tr − T α

tr ≈ 120K.

In case of the β-PbF2 crystal, the temperature region of the

phase transition is accessible to our experiment.

The issue of the effect of crystal doping on the Faraday

transition was considered on the basis of an analysis

of data obtained by thermal analysis and light scattering

for Ca1−xYxF2+x [29], Ba1−xLaxF2+x [6,30], Pb1−x RxF2+x

(R = La, Yb) [31] and M1−xUxF2+2x (M = Ba, Pb) [32]
solid solutions. In these articles, it was found that, as a rule,

an increase in the concentration of the impurity component

leads to an expansion of the temperature interval for the

existence of the superionic state of fluorite crystals.

The aim of this article was to analyze high-temperature

data on the ionic conductivity of Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 and

Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 solid solutions and to study the influence

of isovalent (Pb2+ on Cd2+) and heterovalent (Pb2+ on

Sc3+) isomorphic substitutions for the superionic Faraday

transition in the fluorite modification β-PbF2.

2. Growing single crystals and measuring
the ionic conductivity of Pb1−xCdxF2

and Pb1−xScxF2+x solid solutions

In quasi-binary systems PbF2−CdF2 and PbF2−ScF3 [33]

isovalent Pb1−xCdxF2 and heterovalent Pb1−xScxF2+x solid

solutions with fluorite structure are formed. In the

system PbF2−CdF2, a complete isomorphism of compo-

nents (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) is implemented, while in the system

PbF2−ScF3 there is a partial isomorphism of components

(0 ≤ x ≤ 0.15). Choice of compositions of the studied

crystals Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 (composition corresponds to the

minimum on the melting curve) and Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 is due

to the fact that they have the maximum values σdc among

Pb1−xCdxF2 and Pb1−xScxF2+x [34,35] solid solutions. For

comparative analysis, we measured the electrical conductiv-

ity of a β-PbF2 single crystal doped with a small amount of

scandium.

Single crystals Pb1−xCdxF2 (x = 0.33), Pb1−xScxF2+x

(x = 0.1) and β-PbF2 were obtained from the melt by the

method of directional Bridgman crystallization in graphite

crucibles in a fluorinating atmosphere of polytetrafluo-

roethylene pyrolysis products [35–37]. The rate of crucible

lowering in the growth zone was 3.5mm/h, the cooling

rate of the crystals was 50−100K/min. The crystals did

not contain light-scattering inclusions of oxygen-containing

phases. The content of oxygen impurity in them was less

than 10−3 mass.% [35]. The belonging of the grown crystals

to the fluorite structural type (crystallographic group Fm3̄m,

Z = 4) was confirmed by X-ray diffractometers (HZG-4 and

Philips PW1710 diffractometers, CuKα radiation, internal

standard Si). Latticce cell parameters for cubic crystals

Pb0.67Cd0.33F2, Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 and β-PbF2, (±0.005 Å) are

a = 5.7575, 5.875 and 5.940 Å respectively. The chemical

composition of the Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 and Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 solid

solutions corresponded to the composition of the initial

charging: the discrepancies in the concentrations of the

components (PbF2, CdF2, ScF3) did not exceed ±1mol.%.

Ionic static conductivity σdc of crystals was determined by

impedance spectroscopy in the frequency range 1−107 Hz

(Solartron 1260 and Tesla BM-507 impedance meters).

Single-crystal samples were not oriented with respect to

the crystallographic axes, since they have cubic symmetry

and there is no electrical conductivity anisotropy in them.

The σdc(T ) dependences were measured in the range

from room temperature (293K) to 873K in a nitrogen

atmosphere N2 or vacuum (∼ 1 Pa). A detailed description

of the experimental setups and the results of conductometric

studies of crystals are published in [34,36–39].
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3. Faraday phase transition
in an isovalent Pb1−xCdxF2

(x = 0.33) solid solution

The temperature dependence of the ionic conductivity

σdc(T ) for the isovalent Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 solid solution is

shown in Fig. 1. High-temperature anomaly is observed

in the dependence σdc(T ), which is associated with the

manifestation of the Faraday phase transition. Analy-

sis σdc -of the data shows that the characteristic transition

temperatures are T λ
tr ≈ 620K and T α

tr ≈ 510K, the length

of the transition is 1Ttr ≈ 110K. For comparison, Figure 1

shows the dependence σdc(T ) for the fluorite modification

β-PbF2 containing a small amount of scandium. In case

of a β-PbF2 crystal, the temperatures and length of the

transition are T λ
tr ≈ 720K, T α

tr ≈ 620K and 1Ttr ≈ 100K

respectively. The results obtained for the β-PbF2 crystal are

in good agreement with the literature data [16,24–28].
In the Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 solid solution compared to the

β-PbF2 matrix the values T λ
tr and Tα

tr decrease by

100−110K, which leads to an increase in the interval

of existence of the high-temperature ht- phase down in

temperature. A decrease in T λ
tr and T α

tr values was also

observed by thermal analysis for a solid solution of similar

composition Pb0.6Cd0.4F2 [26], for which the Faraday

transition occurs in the temperature range 400−600K.

In intervals T < Tα
tr and T > T λ

tr conductometric data for

Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 and β-PbF2 satisfy the Arrhenius−Frenkel

equation:

σdc T = σ0 exp(−Hσ /kT ),

where σ0 is the pre-exponential conductivity multiplier

and Hσ is the activation enthalpy of ion transport. The

parameters σ0 and Hσ are provided in Table 1.

When comparing low-temperature forms

lt-Pb0.67Cd0.33F21 and lt-β-PbF2 it can be seen that

the conductivity of the solid solution is much higher than

that of the matrix (Table 2). In high temperature forms

ht-Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 and ht-β-PbF2, the σdc(T ) curve reaches

the level of abnormally high ionic conductivity and the ion

transport parameters are close: σdc = 1−2 S/cm (873K)
and Hσ = 0.29± 0.02 eV. The obtained enthalpy Hσ for

the β-PbF2 crystal is confirmed by neutron diffraction

methods (0.26 eV [13]), magnetic resonance on nuclei 19F

(0.2 eV [40]) and conductometry (0.25−0.3 eV [17]).
However, the reasons for the appearance of superionic

conductivity comparable to σdc of their melts in high-

temperature states of ht-Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 and ht-β-PbF2 crys-

tals are different. In β-PbF2 the temperature increase is

accompanied by a rapid increase in the concentration of

charge carriers — anti-Frenkel defects F′i and V •

F . As the

temperature lowers, thermally activated defects annihilate,

and the crystal becomes an insulator.

In Pb0.67Cd0.33F2, the main reason for the appearance of

superionic conductivity is isovalent isomorphic substitutions

of Pb2+ for Cd2+. Isovalent isomorphism with the formation

of solid solutions is one of the methods for controlling
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of ionic conductivity

for (1) isovalent solid solution Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 (T al pha
tr ≈ 510K

and T λ
tr ≈ 620K) and (2) fluorite matrix β-PbF2 (T α

tr ≈ 620K and

T λ
tr ≈ 720K) in the Faraday region phase transition.

the electrophysical properties of fluoride materials. Due

to the equality of the charges of the substituting cations, it

does not lead to the formation of additional charged point

defects and, as a rule, to strong changes in the crystal

properties. Isovalent isomorphism of fluorite solid solutions

in the PbF2−CdF2 system is an exception and differs

greatly from the MF2−M ′F2 systems formed by fluorides

of alkaline earth elements (M = Ca, Sr and Ba). This is

due to the difference in the band electronic structure of

lead and cadmium difluorides from the fluorides of alkaline

earth elements, as well as the large difference in the ionic

radii of Pb2+ (1.43 Å) and Cd2+ (1.24 Å f̌or coordination

number 8 [41]).
X-ray diffraction analysis of Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 [42] crystals

revealed a high concentration of anion vacancies V •

F even at

room temperature, which is 25± 2% in the main anionic

positions, and the corresponding number of interstitial

ions F′i . ”
Crystallochemical“ anti-Frenkel defects(F′i + V •

F )
caused by Pb2+ substitutions for Cd2+, are retained with

decreasing temperature, in contrast to thermally stimulated

anti-Frenkel defects [8] in the matrix β-PbF2.

In the article [38] the concentration of charge carriers

(interstitial F′i ions) in Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 crystals is determined

which is equal to 5.1 · 1021 cm−3. Then the calculated

mobility of charge carriers at 873K is:

µFi = σdc/qnmob = 3.1 · 10−3 cm2/V s .
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Table 1. Characteristic temperatures T α
tr and T λ

tr , multiplier σ0 and activation enthalpy of conductivity Hσ in low- (lt) and high-

temperature (ht) forms of Pb0.67Cd0.33F2, Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 and β-PbF2 crystals

Crystal T α
tr , K T λ

tr , K
Structural

σ0, SK/cm Hσ , eVform

Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 510 620 lt 4.5 · 105 0.410(2)
2.5 · 105 [38] 0.39 [38]

ht 1.5 · 105 0.314(7)

Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 570 670 lt 4.4 · 105 0.423(2)
2.5 · 105 [37] 0.39 [37]

ht 5.1 · 104 0.290(4)

β-PbF2 620 720 lt 3.7 · 106 0.642(5)

597± 12 [16] 715± 10K [24–28] ht 3.5 · 104 0.267(5)

Table 2. Ionic conductivity, concentration and mobility of charge carriers in the β-PbF2 fluorite matrix and solid solutions based on it

at 323K (T < T α
tr ) and 873K (T > T α

tr )

Properties
β-PbF2 Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1

T < T α
tr T > T λ

tr T < T α
tr T > T λ

tr T < T α
tr T > T λ

tr

σdc , S/cm 1.2 · 10−6 1.2 5.9 · 10−4 2.5 3.6 · 10−4 1.2

nmob, cm
−3 2.2 · 1016 ∗ 2 · 1020 ∗∗∗ 5.1 · 1021 [37] 2 · 1021 [36]

µmob, cm
2/Vs 7.3 · 10−8 (F′

i )
∗ 8.7 · 10−3(F′

i )
∗∗∗ 7.2 · 10−7 3.1 · 10−3 1.1 · 10−6 3.7 · 10−3

6.4 · 10−8 (F′

i )
∗∗ 2.3 · 10−3 (V•

F ) ∗∗∗

4.3 · 10−5 (V•

F ) ∗

8.1 · 10−6 (V•

F ) ∗∗

No t e. ∗ — data from [47] at 323K, ∗∗ — data from [48] at 323K and ∗∗∗ — data from [2] at 780K.

The ionic conductivity of β-PbF2 crystals depends on un-

controlled impurities and thermal history (different cooling
modes) [43]. According to [2] at the Faraday transition

(780K, at the beginning of the negative deviation of the

σdc(T ) curve from the Arrhenian behavior when cooling),
the characteristics of charge carriers in a nominally pure

crystal β-PbF2 are: the concentration of anti-Frenkel pairs

nAF = 2.0 · 1020 cm−3, mobility of defects µVF = 2.3 · 10−3

and µFi = 8.7 · 10−3 cm2/Vs. It can be seen that at T > T λ
tr

the mobility of defects in the solid solution is of the same

order as the mobility of anti-Frenkel defects in the matrix.

4. Faraday phase transition
in a heterovalent solid solution
Pb1−xScxF2+x (x = 0.1)

The temperature dependence of conductivity σdc(T ) for

the heterovalent solid solution Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 is shown in

Fig. 2. The deviation of the σdc(T ) dependence from the

Arrhenian behavior is observed in the temperature range

570−670K (T λ
tr ≈ 670K and T α

tr ≈ 570K). The length of

the phase transition is 1Ttr ≈ 100K. Decrease in T λ
tr and T α

tr

values in Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 solid solution compared to the

β-PbF2 matrix is 30−45K. In the temperature intervals

T < Tα
tr and T > T λ

tr , the conductometric data satisfy the

Arrhenius−Frenkel equation, the parameters σ0 and Hσ are

provided in Table 1.

It can be seen that in the low-temperature form of the

lt-Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 solid solution, the values of σdc(T ) are

also significantly higher than in lt-β-PbF2 (Table 2). At

T > T λ
tr , the σdc(T ) curve reaches the level of superionic

conductivity 0.1−2 S/cm. In high-temperature ht-forms,

superionic transport parameters coincide in Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1
and β-PbF2 crystals (crystals were grown under identical

conditions in the same growth experiment).
The reason for the appearance of high superionic conduc-

tivity in the high-temperature ht-Pb1−xScxF2+x state differs

from the situation in the ht-β-PbF2 and ht-Pb0.67Cd0.33F2
crystals. In Pb1−xScxF2+x crystals, the factor of temperature

increase is superimposed by an additional factor of change

in the chemical composition caused by heterovalent substi-

tutions of Pb2+ on Sc3+. When Pb2+ is substituted for Sc3+,

interstitial ions F′i appear, disturbing the stoichiometry of the

β-PbF2 matrix. Crystal chemical anionic defects caused by

a change in the composition of Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 are retained

when the temperature is lowered to room temperature.

Unfortunately, the defect structure of the Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1

Physics of the Solid State, 2022, Vol. 64, No. 7
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Figure 2. Temperature dependence of ionic conductivity

for (1) heterovalent solid solution Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 (T α
tr ≈ 570K and

T λ
tr ≈ 670K) and (2) fluorite matrix β-PbF2 (T α

tr ≈ 620K and

T λ
tr ≈ 720K) in the Faraday region phase transition.

fluorite solid solution has not been studied. However, in

structural studies of fluorite crystals M1−x RxF2+x (M = Ca,

Sr, Ba; R = La−Lu, Y) (references in [20,44]), and high-

pressure fluorite phase Pb0.3La0.7F2.7 [45] interstitial ions F′i
were found.

Concentration and mobility of charge carriers (in-
terstitial ions F′i) in Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 crystals were es-

timated in [37] which are nmob = 2.0 · 1021 cm−3 and

µFi = 3.7 · 10−3 cm2/Vs (at 873K), respectively. The mo-

bility of defects in the solid solution is of the same order

as the mobility of anti-Frenkel defects in the β-PbF2 matrix

(Table 2).

The decrease in the Faraday transition temperature is

confirmed by the experimental results of measurements of

the elastic compliance coefficients of Ca0.91Y0.09F2.09 [29]
and Ba0.607La0.393F2.393 [11] crystals, heat capacity measure-

ments of Pb1−x RxF2+2x (R = La, Yb crystals (R = La, Yb;

0 < x < 0.17) [31] and M1−xUxF2+2x (M = Ba, Pb;

0 < x < 0.10) [46], as well as theoretical calculations [15].
The Faraday transition occurs at substantially lower temper-

atures in solid solutions than in fluorite matrices.

Theoretical calculations [29] indicate a relationship be-

tween temperature Ttr and the critical concentration of

mobile defects (associated with the presence of interstitial

fluorine ions and rare-earth cations), while data on conduc-

tivity [9] — with critical mobility of defects. The accelerated

ionic motion model (
”
enhanced ionic motion“ model) [30]

provides a reasonable explanation of the impurity effect on

Ttr in M1−x RxF2+x crystals.

5. Conclusion

It is shown that the temperatures of the Faraday phase

transition T λ
tr (corresponding to the maximum on the heat

capacity curve) and T α
tr (corresponding to the beginning of

structural disordering of the anionic sublattice) are found on

the temperature dependences of ionic conductivity σdc(T )
for Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 and Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 fluorite solid solutions.

The effect of iso- and heterovalent isomorphism on the

diffuse phase transition in MF2 crystals with a fluorite

structure is traced using β-PbF2 as an example. The iso-

morphic introduction of isovalent (Cd2+) and heterovalent

(Sc3+) cations lowers the temperatures T λ
tr and T α

tr in fluorite

solid solutions compared to the one-component β-PbF2
matrix by 30−45 and 100−110K for Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 and

Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 respectively. The introduction of additives

(Cd2+, Sc3+) enables to expand downward the region of

existence of the high-temperature superionic phase, for

which abnormally high values of fluorine-ionic conduc-

tivity σdc = 1−2 S/cm (873K) are achieved at the ion

transport activation enthalpy 1Hσ ≈ 0.3 eV.

Comparison of charge carrier concentrations in

Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 and Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 solid solutions with the

concentration of thermally activated charge carriers in the

high-temperature form ht-β-PbF2 (at T = T λ
tr) shows that

they differ within an order. This indicates the structural

disorder of the anionic sublattice in crystals Pb0.67Cd0.33F2,

Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1 (room temperature) and ht-β-PbF2 (high
temperatures). The obtained data on electrical conductivity

confirm the assumption made in the article [19] that the

anionic sublattice of Pb1−xCdxF2 and Pb1−xScxF2+x solid

solutions can be represented as a high-temperature disor-

dered (by anions) form ht-β-PbF2 stabilized by isomorphic

substitutions.

In high-temperature ht- crystal forms β-PbF2,

Pb0.67Cd0.33F2 and Pb0.9Sc0.1F2.1, superion transport

parameters are close. The result of isovalent (Pb2+ → Cd2+)
and heterovalent (Pb2+ → Sc3+) substitutions is the

preservation of the disordered defect state of the anion

motif of solid solutions at room temperature. Structural

disordering of the anionic sublattice determines the

concentration contribution of nmob to the conductivity σdc .

Therefore, we can assume that
”
the ancestor“ of these solid

solutions is the high-temperature form ht-β-PbF2.
Significant concentrations of anionic defects in solid

solutions appear even at room temperature. This leads

to an increase in their cooperative interaction, to a strong

anharmonicity of anion vibrations, to a mass displacement of

anions from crystallographic positions, and to the possibility

of the formation of structural clusters consisting of anionic

and cationic defects. Heating is required to increase the

mobility of anionic defects.
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Isovalent (Pb2+ → Cd2+) and heterovalent

(Pb2+ → Sc3+) substitutions in the fluorite modification

β-PbF2 lead to a decrease in the Faraday transition in

temperature and to an extension of the temperature

range for a state with abnormally high ionic conductivity

σdc > 0.1−2 S/cm. High ionic conductivity is achieved

by the combined action of two variables in the equation

σdc ∼ nmobµmob. Firstly, charge carriers appear due

to structural disordering of the anionic sublattice due

to isomorphic substitutions (concentration factor) and,

secondly, high values of charge carrier mobility are achieved

at lower temperatures due to the reduction of potential

barriers to the migration of charge carriers (mobility factor).
During the Faraday phase transition, the conductivity σdc

does not experience a jump, and the concentration and

mobility of charge carriers change only slightly.
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